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What is the iBb Program
● A partnership between Berks County 

businesses and the Berks County 
Intermediate Unit

● Places teachers from across the 
county as interns in county businesses 
to learn the skills that employers are 
currently seeking

● The goal: for teachers to design 
instruction that will incorporate 
activities that develop those in-
demand skills.



My Four Days at the Crowne Plaza

My mentor: Laura Taylor, Special Events 
Sales

Departments: 

● Sales
● Human Resources
● Front Desk
● Housekeeping
● Catering/Dining/Food & Beverage
● Engineering



Day One-
Overview of Company & Its Organization

➔ Part of InterContinental Hotel 
Group

➔ Owned & Managed by group that 
holds about 30 hotel properties

➔ IHG Affiliation= standards
➔ Owners/Managers defer to GM

Hospitality Industry

❏ Competitive
❏ Sales-driven
❏ Customer-oriented
❏ Reviews
❏ Relationships



Highlights of the culture at the Crowne 
Plaza

● Employee recognition lunch- prizes and 
cards for birthdays and anniversaries

● Advisory Council to GM- rotated monthly 
from every line-level department

● Waterline protocol for decision-making= 
relational trust and good morale



Day Two- Front Desk

1. Greet all guests and visitors
2. Handle reservation requests 

and questions- walk-ins and 
calls

3. Coordinate concerns/issues 
between departments

4. Stock and service the gift shop

Conclusion: To work at the front desk, an 
individual needs a very pleasant demeanor, a 
genuine desire to help others, and the ability to 
multi-task and problem-solve.



Day Two (cont.)- Housekeeping

1. Housekeepers- “stay-overs” and 
“due-outs”

2. Housemen- assigned tasks but 
also random needs that may 
come up

3. Laundry- stock requires constant 
attention

“I can teach skills, 
I can’t teach attitude.”



Day Three-Sales Meetings 
1. Organization:

a. Corporate/Community
b. SMERF- social, military, education, relgious, fraternal
c. Leisure

2. Conference call with corporate sales director
a. Determining rates based on market
b. Analytical, competitive, knowledge

3. Interviewed Director of Sales 
a. Projections
b. Bonus sales

4. Sales meeting with client for scheduled event
a. Menu
b. Set-up



Day Three (cont.)- Special Event:
The Pagoda City Tattoo Fest

Transformation of ballroom



Day Three 
Reflection

Hotel sales are competitive but 
compensation is based on 
performance.

What makes hotels successful 
requires many departments 
working together.



Day Four - Human Resources

The Application and Hiring Process

● All applicants must apply 
through Indeed.

● Interview with Director of 
Department

● Drug test and criminal 
background check for some 
positions

● Documentation

As a new employee….

● Uniforms
● Orientation
● Required trainings and 

certifications
● 90 Day Review with potential for 

slight raise

Line-level employees start around $9-10 an hour
and can make up to $16.50.



Full time at 32 hours…

Medical/dental insurance

401K- small match

Paid vacation

Reduced rates at hotels around the 
world

Everyday, all employees get a free shift meal.

Living the journey. Leading the journey.



Reflections:
Compensation & Employee Relations

● The Crowne Plaza is a very nurturing work employer. 
● Management like to cross-train and develop the 

potential they see in people.
● However, they also expect the very best for lower 

paying line-level work, which results in high turnover, 
common in the hospitality industry.

● They like to promote from within.  Everyone in 
management, with the exception of the GM, worked 
their way up. 



Skills for 
Employment

Overall-
● A willingness to learn
● A  positive attitude
● A friendly disposition  

Tech skills: basic

Very specific software

Training provided for most 
positions

Work experience: 
Dependent upon position

Housekeeping- none

Dining- dependent upon 
position



How will this 
experience 
inform my 
teaching?

Three most important skills for 
success in this industry:

1. Ability to communicate 
effectively, efficiently, and 
respectfully.

2. Ability to work as a member of 
a team.

3. Ability to resolve 
conflicts/disputes.



As an English teacher who values 
project-based learning with real-
world connections, I will continue to 
have students work collaboratively to 
accomplish a shared goal, 
communicate their needs to one 
another, and guide them in solving 
problems and disputes that often 
arise along the way. Overall, they will 
recognize the importance of language 
in forging respectful communication 
in their relationships.



Final Thoughts
Good industry for someone who 
doesn’t have specialized skills but 
is willing to learn,

Benefits outweigh the pay for line-
level work, but given the 
tremendous opportunity for growth, 
it is worth investing time and effort 
if you enjoy the industry.

Many of the skills gained in the 
industry are transferable to other 
industries.


